Genomic gain of the epidermal growth factor receptor harboring band 7p12 is part of a complex pattern of genomic imbalances in oral squamous cell carcinomas.
To determine the association between changes of genomic gene dose and clinical parameters in squamous cell carcinomas of the oral cavity, comparative genomic hybridization seemed suited not only to detect genomic imbalances in these tumors, but also particularly to examine the role of gain of 7p12, the band harboring the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) in this context. Total genomic DNA obtained from 35 oral squamous cell carcinomas was subjected to comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) and detected patterns of genomic imbalances were associated with various clinical parameters. The examined tumors exhibited five and up to 47 DNA copy number alterations (CNAs). Nineteen of these showed a gain of chromosome band 7p12. A highly complex but strikingly consistent pattern of genomic imbalances (average, 32 CNAs per tumor) was associated with this alteration, among which gains clearly dominated over losses of genomic material. Comparable patterns, however, could also be found in a few tumors with a high number of CNAs (average, 26) but without the 7p gain. Low numbers of imbalances always were accompanied by low consistency of CNA patterns and none of these cases showed enh(7p12). No significant differences with respect to pT class or grade of tumors were found between enh(7p)-positive and -negative tumors. Stage IV and lymph node affection were slightly more frequent among enh(7p12)-positive than in -negative cases. Relapse occurred in 63% in 7p12-positive vs. 25% in the negative group. Average disease-free survival of tumors without 7p gain clearly exceeded that of tumors with gain of 7p (36.8 vs. 21.3). However, some of these associations could also be found if comparison was based on number of CNAs. By means of hierarchical cluster analysis, we were able to show that different patterns of CNAs can be separated from each other in tumors with or without 7p alterations, and that these patterns predict short- or long-term survival of patients. Previously described associations of gains of 7p12, the chromosomal band harboring the EGFR gene with clinical parameters can reasonably be estimated only within the context of the pattern and complexity of the genomic imbalances accompanying this chromosomal loss in examined tumors.